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Patchy magnetic reconnection involves transient field-aligned current filaments. The spatial
localization, transient time-dependence, and orientation of these current filaments means they must
radiate torsional Alfve´n waves. Radiation of wave energy does not come for free—it must load the
current which acts as the radiative source. This loading ~radiation resistance! is proposed as the
energy sink required for collisionless magnetic reconnection to proceed. Radiation resistance for
both inertial and kinetic Alfve´n waves is calculated and, for highly collisionless plasmas, is shown
to exceed by a substantial factor both Spitzer resistivity and the effective resistance due to the direct
acceleration of electrons ~inertial loading!. The radiation resistivity is shown to provide the magnetic
field diffusivity required for magnetic fields to diffuse across the assumed width of the current
filament on the time scale of the reconnection. It is also shown that Landau damping of the radiated
waves results in the generation of energetic, field-aligned particles: in the b!me /mi regime the
energetic particles are electrons while in the me /mi!b!1 regime, the energetic particles are ions.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~98!02909-7#I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection allows the global magnetic topol-
ogy of a magnetized plasma to relax to a lower energy state;
i.e., magnetic reconnection involves removing energy from
the system.
The topology of reconnection is sketched in Fig. 1 and,
in particular, the ‘‘after’’ sketch in Fig. 1~c! shows the
x-point geometry that is the hallmark of reconnection. Ideal
magnetohydrodynamics ~MHD! cannot describe reconnec-
tion because ideal MHD does not permit the plasma-frame
electric fields required to evolve an x-point and absorb en-
ergy from the system. Resistive MHD does allow plasma-
frame electric fields and provides a compelling, self-
consistent description of magnetic reconnection based on the
diffusion of magnetic field lines across a very narrow layer.
The diffusion coefficient for this resistive reconnection is
Dres5hSpitz /m0 where hSpitz is the conventional Spitzer re-
sistivity,
hSpitz5
me
teine
2 5
c2m0
teivpe
2 , ~1!
and tei is the electron–ion collision time. For many impor-
tant situations tei is much too large for the Spitzer resistivity
to explain observed reconnection rates. There is conse-
quently great interest in finding collisionless mechanisms
which would allow the magnetic topology to relax to a lower
energy state. The main such mechanisms considered to date
are electron inertia ~finite me) and Hall dynamics ~finite
v/vci).
Hall dynamics allows magnetic field line motion in the
center of mass frame, but not in the electron frame. This
motion cannot change the topology because no dissipation is
introduced. Hall dynamics may therefore catalyze collision-
less reconnection, but cannot provide a complete description.
In contrast, electron inertia provides a possible energy sink3081070-664X/98/5(9)/3081/8/$15.00
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electrons1–4 carrying the transient currents associated with
reconnection. The power required to accelerate these elec-
trons is Pinertia.nmeve
2/2tacc where tacc is the characteris-
tic acceleration time. Since J52nevz the effective resistiv-
ity associated with electron inertia is
h inertia5P/J25
c2m0
2taccvpe
2 . ~2!
The associated magnetic diffusion coefficient is Dinertia
5h inertia /m05c2/2vpe
2 tacc so that the diffusion width asso-
ciated with electron inertia is the electron skin depth c/vpe .
Detailed models of collisionless reconnection show1,4,5 that
the perpendicular scale length for electron-inertia reconnec-
tion is indeed ;c/vpe . Comparing Eqs. ~1! and ~2! shows
that h inertia /hSpitz5tei/2tacc . Thus, if electrons are accel-
erated to the velocity vz52J/ne in a time shorter than the
electron–ion collision time, inertial loading will dominate
over conventional resistive loading.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that radia-
tion resistance resulting from the emission of Alfve´n waves
produces an effective loading which, in certain situations,
can greatly exceed the resistivity given by Eqs. ~1! and ~2!
and should therefore remove energy from the system at a rate
much greater than predictions based on Spitzer resistivity or
electron inertia. Radiation resistance is inherently nonlocal
because it involves the combined effects of time retardation,
finite source dimension, and boundaries at infinity. These
effects are such that radiation resistance cannot be character-
ized by simply adding another term to the system of equa-
tions. Equivalently, radiation resistance cannot be described6
by classical circuit theory because classical circuit theory
does not take into account time retardation.
The essence of our argument is as follows: ~i! magnetic
reconnection necessarily involves localized, transient field-1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
 AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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currents must radiate torsional waves; ~iii! radiation of these
torsional Alfve´n waves must consequently resistively load
the transient current; ~iv! this resistive loading provides the
effective dissipation essential for reconnection to occur.
Modeling radiation resistance requires allowing the ra-
diation to escape: the plasma cannot be in a closed conduct-
ing box or be characterized by periodic boundary conditions,
because standing waves would then develop which would
reflect power back to the antenna, exactly balancing the
emitted power. Standard reconnection models invariably as-
sume that the z direction is ignorable or the system is peri-
odic in the z direction; either assumption prevents radiation
from escaping to infinity and so artificially suppresses radia-
tion resistance. These standard assumptions also imply that
magnetic reconnection is uniformly ~or periodically! distrib-
uted in the z direction. In particular, if the z direction is
assumed ignorable @i.e., a two-dimensional ~2D! model#,
then all points along a flux tube are assumed to undergo
simultaneous reconnection. On the other hand, if the z direc-
tion is assumed periodic with periodicity 2p/kz , then the
dynamics of any given point along a flux tube must be du-
plicated simultaneously by all points separated by integral
multiples of 2p/kz . Since information propagates at the Al-
fve´n velocity for the time-scales of interest, these assump-
tions imply a violation of causality because points separated
by more than an Alfve´n propagation time would have to act
synchronously without means of communication.
In reality, magnetic reconnection is not uniform in the z
direction, and except for the special case of axisymmetric
toroidal systems ~e.g., tokamaks, reversed field pinches!,
magnetic reconnection is also not periodic in the z direction.
Instead, magnetic reconnection is typically localized in three
FIG. 1. ~a! Two nearly coaxial adjacent flux tubes before reconnection. ~b!
Flux tubes after localized reconnection. Each flux tube now has a half twist
at location of reconnection. ~c! The field line projection in the x-y plane at
axial location z50. Note that the difference between before and after situ-
ations corresponds to a field-aligned current.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject todimensions ~patchy!. All the elements of a localized patch
must be in nearly instantaneous communication with each
other because, if the elements of a patch are not in good
communication with each other, then the patch might just as
well be split into independent sub-patches. Unless external
means ensure simultaneity along the z direction of a patch,
the z-extent of the patchy reconnection region must be
smaller than the Alfve´n propagation distance corresponding
to the characteristic time scale. In other words, if v is the
characteristic frequency of the reconnection process and h is
the axial extent of the reconnection region, then in order to
have synchronization along the z direction over the axial
extent of the reconnection region, it is necessary to have
vh,vA . ~3!
II. TOPOLOGY OF RECONNECTION, MAGNETIC
HELICITY, AND TORQUE PROPAGATION
Figure 1 shows that after the localized reconnection of
two initially slightly nonparallel straight flux tubes, the re-
connected flux tubes must each have a localized half-twist
with the same chirality. This is consistent with helicity con-
servation as discussed by Pfister and Gekelman;7 the helicity
H5F2 due to the crossing of the two flux tubes before re-
connection equals the sum of the helicities H5F2/2 of each
of the half-twisted flux tubes after reconnection. However,
the system cannot remain in the state shown in Fig. 1~b!
because the localized twists in Fig. 1~b! are not an equilib-
rium state.8,9 This is because a localized twist corresponds to
an axially localized filament of field-aligned current. In order
to satisfy J50 the endpoints of such a current filament
must connect to radial inward and outward currents ~here
radial means relative to the flux tube axis!. These radial cur-
rents exert a de-twisting torque on the flux tube which anni-
hilates the original twist and creates new twists which propa-
gate in the form of torsional Alfve´n waves away from the
reconnection region.
Thus, even without invoking specific mathematical mod-
els, it is clear that localized reconnection necessarily in-
volves radiation of torsional Alfve´n waves away from the
reconnection region.
III. LOCALIZED RECONNECTION AND ALFVE´ N WAVE
RADIATION
Our picture of reconnection thus differs from previous
models because we assume ~i! the reconnection region is
localized to a region of finite axial extent h and ~ii! the re-
duction of magnetic energy necessary to change magnetic
topology is accomplished by radiation of torsional Alfve´n
waves away from the reconnection region. As support for our
hypothesis, we note that experiments10 in the electron mag-
netohydrodynamic ~EMHD! regime have shown that EMHD
reconnection is associated with broadband radiation of whis-
tler waves, a high frequency wave which likely plays a role
in EMHD similar to that of the Alfve´n waves discussed here.
MHD descriptions of torsional Alfve´n waves cannot be used
to model radiation resistance, because radiation resistance
requires finite Ez . Thus, non-MHD torsional Alfve´n waves AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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torsional Alfve´n waves depends strongly on the plasma be
~where be[2m0nkTe /B2). This be dependence corre-
sponds to a dependence on the ratio of the Alfve´n velocity
vA to the electron thermal velocity vTe .
IV. TAXONOMY OF NON-MHD SHEAR ALFVE´ N
WAVES
A. Inertial Alfve´n waves
If vA.vTe ~which corresponds to be,me /mi) then
electron inertia effects govern the wave dynamics. For slab
geometry with k5kxxˆ 1kzzˆ the inertial Alfve´n wave has the
dispersion
v25
kz
2vA
2
11kx
2c2/vpe
2 , ~4!
and associated group velocity given by
v
]v
]k 5
kzvA
2
11kx
2c2/vpe
2 zˆ2
kz
2vA
2 kxc2/vpe
2
@11kx
2c2/vpe
2 #2
xˆ . ~5!
Because of the minus sign in the x-direction term, the inertial
wave is a backwards wave in the direction perpendicular to
the equilibrium magnetic field.
B. Kinetic Alfve´n waves
If vA,vTe ~which corresponds to be.me /mi) then the
electron parallel response becomes kinetic. Also, if the ion
temperature is comparable to the electron temperature, then
finite ion Larmor radius effects become important. Taking
these into account gives the slab dispersion relation11
v25kz
2vA
2 S 11kx2r i2S 34 1 TeTi D D , ~6!
where the term involving 3/4 comes from finite ion Larmor
radius ~FLR! and the term involving Te /Ti comes from par-
allel electron kinetics. Since the FLR and parallel electron
kinetic terms have a qualitatively similar effect, for simplic-
ity we will consider only electron kinetics, i.e., ignore the
term involving 3/4. The group velocity for the kinetic Alfve´n
wave is given by
v
]v
]k 5kzvA
2 ~11kx
2rs
2!zˆ1kz
2vA
2 kxrs
2xˆ , ~7!
where rs
25kTe /mivci
2 can be considered as an effective ion
gyro-radius. The kinetic wave is a forwards wave in the di-
rection perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field.
V. MAGNETIC RECONNECTION AS A RADIATOR OF
SHEAR ALFVE´ N WAVES
The wave behavior of the inertial and kinetic regimes
differ in many respects, but also have many similarities. Be-
fore analyzing these regimes individually, we will first ex-
amine what is common to both regimes, namely the follow-
ing: localized magnetic reconnection is intimately related to
the excitation of torsional Alfve´n waves ~also called shear
Alfve´n waves!.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toFrom a mathematical point of view, the magnetic field in
the localized reconnection region can be described as
B(x,t)5Bz0zˆ1Az(x,t)3zˆ where
Az~x,t !52By0a@ ln~cosh~x/a !!1 f ~ t !e2r
2/2a22z2/2h2# .
~8!
Here f (t)5@11tanh(t/trecon)#/2 represents the ‘‘switching
on’’ of reconnection in the characteristic time trecon , a is
the characteristic width of the current filament in the recon-
nection layer, r25x21y2, and By0!Bz0 . The ‘‘before’’
sketch in Fig. 1~c! corresponds to level contours in the z
50 plane of Az for t!2trecon when f (t)50 so that
By(x,t)5By0 tanh(x/a); the ‘‘after’’ sketch corresponds to
level contours of Az for t@trecon when f (t)51. Since the
current is m0J53(3Azzˆ ) the parallel component of the
current is
Jz~ t !5
By0
m0a
H 1cosh2~x/a ! 2S 22 r
2
a2
D f ~ t !e2r2/2a22z2/2h2J .
~9!
Because Alfve´n radiation has not been taken into account in
Eqs. ~8! and ~9!, these equations should be understood as
near-field equations which apply only in the reconnection
region r&a , uzu&h; this means that a must be smaller than
the radial Alfve´n wavelength and h must be smaller than the
axial Alfve´n wavelength. Equation ~9! shows that reconnec-
tion effectively adds a filament of field-aligned bucking cur-
rent of length h and radius a which reverses the initial field-
aligned current that existed before the x-point developed.
This reversal can be seen qualitatively by examining Fig.
1~c!: the sense of the xy-plane magnetic field in the recon-
nection region is counterclockwise in the ‘‘before’’ sketch
but is clockwise in the ‘‘after’’ sketch. It should be empha-
sized that the actual value of the reconnection time trecon is
not predicted by our model; trecon is an input parameter and
therefore the reconnection rate is guaranteed to be trecon
21
.
However, whatever trecon happens to be in any actual recon-
nection situation, there must necessarily be a transient field-
aligned current as given by the time-dependent part of Eq.
~9!.
We assume that the dynamics in the reconnection region
are similar to conventional reconnection models and focus
attention on finding an effective dissipation mechanism
which allows the finite Ez to exist; in other words we are not
proposing new dynamics in the reconnection region, but in-
stead are proposing a new dissipation mechanism in the re-
connection region. We divide the plasma into two regions:
~i! a control volume of length h and radius a containing just
the field-aligned transient current filament I(t);pa2Jz(t)
described by Eq. ~9!, and ~ii! the external plasma ~everything
outside the control volume!. The external plasma responds to
changes in the control volume, closes the current in the con-
trol volume so as to maintain J50, and has propagating
Alfve´n waves described by the appropriate Maxwell–
Lorentz equations. The tanh(t/trecon) time dependence in I(t)
can be thought of as a half-period of oscillation at a fre-
quency
v;p/trecon . ~10! AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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of length 'h which radiates Alfve´n waves with frequency
given by Eq. ~10! into the plasma. The length h and oscilla-
tion frequency v are constrained by the simultaneity condi-
tion, Eq. ~3!.
VI. PARALLEL DYNAMICS OF ALFVE´ N WAVES
Using the linearized Vlasov equation to describe parallel
dynamics, the parallel current may be expressed as
m0J˜z5m0 (
s5i ,e
qsE dvzvz f˜s
5E˜ z (
s5i ,e
ivZ8~zs!
2kz
2lDs
2 c2
, ~11!
where Z is the plasma dispersion function, zs5v/kzvTs ,
and vTs5A2kTs /ms.
Fluid dispersion relations show that v/kz is of the order
of the Alfve´n velocity vA and also that the inertial Alfve´n
wave dispersion relation is obtained for v/kz@vTe while the
kinetic Alfve´n dispersion relation is obtained in the opposite
limit. Since vA5vTe corresponds to be5me /mi , it is seen
that the inertial Alfve´n regime occurs for be,me /mi while
the kinetic regime occurs for be.me /mi .
Inertial Alfve´n waves: Here v/kz@vTe and so we use
lim
z@1
Z8~z!5z2222ip1/2z exp~2z2!,
so that Eq. ~11! becomes
m0J˜z5E˜ z
ivpe
2
vc2 F122ip1/2S vkzvTeD
3
exp~2v2/kz
2vTe
2 !G .
~12!
This shows that inertial Alfve´n waves Landau damp on elec-
trons as v/kz becomes of the order of vTe . Hence, in a
collisionless plasma, inertial Alfve´n waves should heat elec-
trons.
Kinetic Alfve´n waves: Here vTi!v/kz!vTe and so we
use
lim
z!1
Z8~z!52222ip1/2z exp~2z2!,
so that Eq. ~11! becomes
m0J˜z52
ivE˜ z
kz
2lDe
2 c2 F11ip1/2ATiTe vkzvTi HAmemi
1S TeTi D
3/2
exp~2v2/kz
2vTi
2 !J G . ~13!
The parallel dynamics are similar to that of ion acoustic
waves and, in particular, it is seen that ion Landau damping
~the last term in the above equation! dominates. Thus, kinetic
Alfve´n waves should heat ions. Furthermore, the resonant
interaction is with ions having velocities v;vA so that wave
energy will go into forming an ion tail with velocity of order
vA . This corresponds to a very energetic ion tail, since if the
bulk ion thermal velocity were of order the Alfve´n velocity,Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject tothen the bulk ion b would be unity. One therefore expects
Landau damping of kinetic Alfve´n waves to result in su-
prathermal ions if me /mi!be!1.
VII. EVALUATION OF THE RADIATION RESISTANCE
The radiation resistance is calculated by adapting to the
Alfve´n frequency regime a method12,13 previously used for
high frequency electron plasma waves. The control volume
current is related to the fields and currents in the external
plasma via Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws,
3E˜5ivB˜ , ~14!
3B˜5m0~J˜pl1J˜ant!, ~15!
where J˜pl are the currents in the external plasma and J˜ant is
the current in the control volume. Note that (J˜pl1J˜ant)
50 so that charge neutrality is always satisfied and currents
may flow between the control volume and the external
plasma. For an observer located in the plasma at some dis-
tance from the control volume, the control volume appears as
a field-aligned radio antenna with current density
J˜ant5~2pr!21d~r!I~z !zˆ , ~16!
where I(z) gives the axial distribution of current in the con-
trol volume. The plasma currents are determined by the Lor-
entz equation and since By!Bz0 the equilibrium magnetic
field in the external plasma can be considered uniform and in
the z-direction. The parallel current in the plasma region is
given by either Eq. ~12! or ~13! depending on whether vTe is
large or small compared to vA . In both cases the perpendicu-
lar plasma current is m0J˜ r
pl52ivE˜ r /vA
2 ; this current corre-
sponds to ion polarization current and is the same as the
perpendicular current predicted by ideal MHD. From sym-
metry, J˜ u
pl50.
We Fourier analyze in z , so all quantities are of the form
f (r ,z)5(2p)21* f (r ,kz)eikzzdkz . By eliminating B˜ be-
tween Eqs. ~14! and ~15! a vector wave equation is obtained.
For kinetic Alfve´n waves the z-component of this wave
equation is
ikz
r
]
]r
~rE˜ r!2
1
r
]
]r S r ]]r E˜ zD2 v
2
kz
2lDe
2 c2
E˜ z5ivm0J˜ant,
~17!
while for inertial waves the z-component is
ikz
r
]
]r
~rE˜ r!2
1
r
]
]r S r ]]r E˜ zD1 vpe
2
c2
E˜ z5ivm0J˜ant.
~18!
For both inertial and kinetic waves the r-component is
E˜ r5
ikz
v2/vA
2 2kz
2
]E˜ z
]r
. ~19!
Substituting for E˜ r in either Eqs. ~17! or ~18! gives the scalar
wave equation
1
r
]
]r
S r ]E˜ z
]r
D 1k2E˜ z5iv«Am0J˜ant, ~20! AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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«A5kz
2vA
2 /v221 ~21!
and
k25H 2«Av2/c2kz2lDe2 , for kinetic waves,1vp2«A /c2, for inertial waves. ~22!
For simplicity, we have omitted the Landau damping terms
here, but it should be understood that these terms do exist
and will ultimately attenuate the wave with a resulting trans-
fer of energy to particles ~electrons for an inertial wave, ions
for a kinetic wave!.
In the large r limit and setting k5k' , Eq. ~22! becomes
the kinetic or inertial Alfve´n wave dispersion relations, Eqs.
~4! and ~6!. From these dispersion relations it is seen that for
inertial Alfve´n waves «A is positive while for kinetic Alfve´n
waves «A is negative; i.e., the parallel phase velocity is
slower than vA for inertial waves, and faster than vA for
kinetic waves. From Faraday’s law, the magnetic field is
B˜ u5
1
iv«A
]E˜ z
]r
. ~23!
The homogenous radiative solutions of Eq. ~20! are linear
combinations of the Hankel functions H0
(1)(kr), H0(2)(kr).
Substituting the explicit antenna current in Eq. ~20!,
multiplying by r and integrating from 0 to r, gives the jump
condition in the vicinity of r50,
lim
r20
r
]E˜ z
]r
5
iv«Am0I˜~kz!
2p . ~24!
The causality condition of outward power flow from the
antenna means that only solutions having radially outward
group velocities are allowed. Since the inertial wave is a
backwards wave in the radial direction, only the H0
(2) func-
tion is allowed for inertial waves, whereas since the kinetic
wave is a forwards wave in the radial direction only the H0
(1)
function is allowed for kinetic waves.
Thus, using lims!0 dH0
(1)(s)/ds512i/ps and
lims!0 dH0
(2)(s)/ds522i/ps the desired solutions for the
inhomogeneous wave equations are found to be
E˜ z~kz!5H 1 14 v«Am0I˜~kz!H0~1 !~kr!, for kinetic waves,
2 14 v«Am0I˜~kz!H0~
2 !~kr!, for inertial waves,
~25!
with
B˜ u~kz!5H2 14 im0I˜~kz!]H0~1!~kr!/]r, for kinetic waves,1
4 im0I˜~kz!]H0~
2 !~kr!/]r , for inertial waves.
~26!
We now calculate the radiated power from the antenna
using the average power flux determined by the Poynting
vector S5(2m0)21 Re(E˜3B˜*). The time averaging of the
Poynting vector is such as to eliminate second harmonics and
so can be done over the time interval p/v . The radial com-
ponent of the Poynting vector is Sr52(2m0)21 Re(E˜zB˜ u*)
and the total emitted power will be the Poynting flux throughDownloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toa cylindrical surface infinitely long in the z direction and of
radius r. This total radiated power will therefore be
Prad52m0
21pr Re E
2`
`
dzE˜ z~z !B˜ u*~z !, ~27!
or using Parseval’s theorem,
Prad52~2m0!21r Re E
2`
`
E˜ z~kz!B˜ u*~kz!dkz . ~28!
Substituting for E˜ z(kz) and B˜ u*(kz) gives
Prad5
vm0r
32 Im E2`
`
«AuI˜~kz!u2H0~
j !~kr!
3
]H0*
~ j !~kr!
]r
dkz , ~29!
where j51 for kinetic waves and j52 for inertial waves. At
this point, the behaviors of kinetic and inertial waves differ
sufficiently that it is best to consider these waves separately.
VIII. RADIATION RESISTANCE FOR KINETIC ALFVE´ N
WAVES
From Eq. ~22! it is seen that for kinetic waves k2 is real
only if kz
2vA
2 /v2,1. If k2 is imaginary, then the Hankel
functions become pure real, in which case the imaginary part
of the integrand in Eq. ~29! vanishes. Thus, radiated power
occurs only when k2 is real, so that the range ukzu.v/vA
does not contribute to the integral and may be omitted.
Because the integrand in Eq. ~29! is an even function of
kz and @H0
(1)(s)#*5H0(2)(s), Eq. ~29! can be written as
Prad5
vm0r
16 Im E0
v/vA
«AuI˜~kz!u2H0~
1 !~kr!
3
]H0
~2 !~kr!
]r
dkz . ~30!
Using the Wronskian relation H0
(2)(s)]H0(1)(s)/]s2H0(1)(s)
3]H0
(2)(s)/]s54i/ps it is readily seen that
Im H0
~1 !~kr!]H0
~2 !~kr!/]r522/pr , ~31!
so that the radiated power for kinetic Alfve´n waves becomes
Prad52~8p!21vm0E
0
v/vA
«AuI˜~kz!u2dkz . ~32!
Since the axial current profile is I˜(z)5I0 exp(2z2/2h2) its
Fourier transform is I˜(kz)5I0hA2p exp(2kz2h2/2). Using
this current spectrum and Eq. ~21! gives
Prad5
vm0
4 I0
2h2E
0
v/vAS 12 kz2vA2v2 D exp~2kz2h2!dkz .
~33!
Since h!v/vA has been assumed, the argument of the ex-
ponential is always small giving the power radiated by the
antenna to be
Prad.
v2m0I0
2h2
6vA
. ~34! AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Kinetic Alfve´n Wave n Te B a c/vpe tei trecon h
hrad
hSpitz
hrad
hinertia
m23 eV T m m s s m
MRX ~Ref. 14! 1020 20 331022 1.531022 531024 331028 1025 0.1 2 103
Large tokamak ~core! 1020 104 5 231023 531024 231024 1024 23102 23101 23101
PSBL, slow 105 150 231028 63104 1.63104 23108 102 23107 23107 23101
PSBL, fast 9 9 9 9 9 23108 1 23105 23109 23101
Lobe ~warm, slow! 104 102 231028 53104 53104 109 100 73107 107 2
Lobe ~warm, fast! 104 102 231028 53104 53104 109 1 73105 109 2
Solar corona 1015 200 1022 0.1 0.2 531022 102 108 331024 1Using Prad5I0
2R the antenna radiation resistance is
R5
v2h2
6vAc
Am0
«0
. ~35!
Assuming the antenna radius ~thickness of reconnection
layer current filament! to be a , the effective resistivity due to
Alfve´n wave radiation will be hrad5pa2R/h or
hrad5
pm0v
2a2h
6vA
. ~36!
If we define
a5vh/vA , ~37!
then from Eq. ~3! a must always be smaller than unity. Using
Eq. ~37! to eliminate h and using Eq. ~10! for v, the kinetic
Alfve´n wave radiation resistivity becomes
hrad5
p2m0aa
2
6trecon
. ~38!
This is an important result because it shows that radiation
resistivity gives an effective diffusion coefficient Drad
5hrad /m0 which is consistent with the observed magnetic
diffusion rate ;a2/trecon .
The ratio of kinetic Alfve´n wave radiation resistivity to
Spitzer resistivity, Eq. ~1!, is
hrad
hSpitz
5
p2a
6 S ac/vpeD
2 tei
trecon
. ~39!
Using trecon;tacc , the ratio of kinetic Alfve´n wave resis-
tivity to the inertial resistivity given by Eq. ~2! is
hrad
h inertia
5
p2a
3 S ac/vpeD
2
. ~40!
Table I lists characteristic parameters for a variety of plasma
regimes and gives hrad /hSpitz calculated using Eq. ~39! and
the assumption a51/2.
We assumed in Eq. ~16! that the antenna appears to an
observer in the far field to behave as a delta-function in the
radial direction. Delta-function behavior in the radial direc-
tion means that the antenna radius is small compared to the
natural radial scale length of the partial differential equation.
Since this natural radial scale length is the wave radial wave-
length, the antenna radius must not exceed the characteristic
radial wavelength of the wave. Equivalently, the antenna ra-Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject todius must be sufficiently small that the antenna radius is in
the near-field region @see the discussion after Eq. ~9!# so that
retarded time effects across the antenna radius are negligible.
Since the perpendicular wavelength is of the order rs for the
kinetic wave, we conclude that the antenna radius cannot
exceed rs in order for the antenna to be characterized by Eq.
~16!. Recent experiments on the Magnetic Reconnection Ex-
periment ~MRX!14 indicate that the thickness of the recon-
nection layer in the kinetic regime is of the order of rs .
Thus, the antenna radius is bounded from both above and
from below by rs and so it is reasonable to assume that the
antenna current filament radius is a;rs5(kTe /mi)1/2/vci .
The characteristic reconnection time trecon is an estimate
based on observations.
Table I shows that radiation resistance is larger than the
Spitzer resistivity for all the plasmas listed with the excep-
tion of the solar corona which is quite collisional. The values
of h are reasonable for MRX14 and the magnetotail plasmas
@plasma sheet boundary layer ~PSBL!, warm tail lobe#, but
for the large tokamak the radiating current channel would
have to go around the torus many times ~which might be
possible!. The length h for the solar plasma is comparable to
the size of solar structures and is probably too large to be
considered as an antenna radiating to infinity. It is reasonable
to conclude that radiation resistance is consistent with ob-
served reconnection times in the magnetotail provided the
current channel width is indeed a , and the axial length of the
reconnection region is indeed h . Radiation resistance is also
likely important in the MRX experiment and the core of hot
tokamaks. For the solar plasma, the current sheet width of
0.1 m is very small compared to the overall dimensions so
that it is probably unrealistic to characterize reconnection in
this case as the time for a magnetic field to diffuse the dis-
tance a .
IX. INERTIAL ALFVE´ N WAVE RADIATION
RESISTANCE
From Eq. ~22! it is seen that for inertial waves k2 is real
only if kz
2vA
2 /v2.1. Since radiated power occurs only when
k2 is real, the range 2v/vA,kz,v/vA does not contribute
to the integral and may be omitted. Thus, in this case Eq.
~29! becomes AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Inertial Alfve´n Wave n Te B amu bmi /me c/vpe trecon h
hrad
hSpitz
hrad
hinertia
m23 eV T m s m
Large tokamak ~edge! 1019 103 5 2 0.6 1.631023 1024 43102 0.7 0.6
Magnetotail lobe ~cold! 104 10 231028 1 0.2 53104 100 73107 43106 3
Near-earth magnetosphere 1010 1 331025 16 0.1 53101 1 33105 23101 6Prad5
vm0r
16 Im Ev/vA
`
«AuI˜~kz!u2H0~
2 !~kr!
3
]H0
~1 !~kr!
]r
dkz . ~41!
Using the Wronskian relation as in the previous section, the
radiated power becomes
Prad5~8p!21vm0E
v/vA
`
«AuI˜~kz!u2dkz . ~42!
Because kz,v/vTe is assumed for the inertial wave, the
upper limit of the kz integration cannot be at infinity and
instead must be truncated13 at kz5v/vTe so the radiated
power becomes
Prad5
vm0I0
2h2
4 Ev/vA
v/vTe
«A exp~2kz
2h2!dkz . ~43!
Assuming again that the argument of the exponential is small
in order to satisfy Eq. ~3!, the total radiated power will there-
fore be
Prad5~4vA!21m0I0
2h2v2E
1
gT
~g221 !dg , ~44!
where gT5vA /vTe . In the limit of a very cold plasma, i.e.,
gT@1, this becomes
Prad.
I0
2v2h2vA
2
12vTe
3 c
Am0
e0
. ~45!
Using P5I0
2R the antenna radiation resistance is
Rrad5
v2h2vA
2
12vTe
3 c
Am0
e0
, ~46!
which reverts to Eq. ~45! of Ref. 13 if vA is replaced by c .
The resistivity will be
hrad5
v2hvA
2 pa2m0
12vTe
3 , ~47!
and using h5avA /v , v5p/trecon this becomes
hrad5
ap2
12
a2m0
trecon
vA
3
vTe
3 . ~48!
If a is of order unity, this resistivity is a factor (vA /vTe)3
larger than what is required for diffusion of the magnetic
field across the distance a in a time trecon which suggests
that smaller a might occur.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toWe now compare the radiation resistance to the Spitzer
and electron inertia resistivity. Because both hrad and hSpitz
scale as vTe
23/2 it is worthwhile expressing the Spitzer resis-
tivity in terms of fundamental quantities,
hSpitz5
1.7me
1/2Ze2 ln L
32p1/2«0
2~2kTe!3/2
. ~49!
From Eqs. ~1! and ~48! the ratio of inertial Alfve´n wave
resistivity to Spitzer resistivity is
hrad
hSpitz
5
15a
Z ln L
nvA
3 a2
vpe
2 treconc
2 . ~50!
From Eqs. ~2! and ~48! the ratio of radiation resistance to
inertial resistance is
hrad
h inertial
5
pa
6
vA
3
vTe
3
vpe
2 a2
c2
, ~51!
where we have used tacc;trecon since for a cold plasma the
electron acceleration time is the same as the time required to
form the field-aligned current.
As noted in the paragraph after Eq. ~40! the antenna
radius must not exceed the Alfven wave radial wavelength.
For the inertial wave this wavelength ;c/vpe and so the
antenna radius should not exceed ;c/vpe . If there were no
radiation resistance and the plasma was collisionless, the
thickness of the reconnection region would be1,4,5,15 the elec-
tron skin depth, c/vpe . Thus, the reconnection region must
be at least a5c/vpe , the value predicted by inertial recon-
nection, but cannot be substantially larger because if it were,
the antenna radius would exceed the characteristic radial
wavelength of the wave and so not be in the near field. The
antenna radius is thus bounded both from below and from
above by ;c/vpe and so we conclude that the effective an-
tenna radius is ;c/vpe in the inertial regime.
Using a5c/vpe gives hrad /h inertial.avA
3 /vTe
3
5a(mibe /me)23/2. Since bemi /me,1 for inertial waves,
the effective resistivity due to radiation resistance will typi-
cally be larger than the inertial resistance. Thus, radiation
resistance is clearly important when b!me /mi . Examples
of plasmas having b,me /mi are the edge of large toka-
maks, the near-earth magnetosphere, and on occasion, the
magnetotail lobes. Table II compares the radiation resistance
for inertial Alfve´n waves to the Spitzer and inertial resistiv-
ities for these regimes. The current filament radius is as-
sumed to be of the order of the electron skin depth, c/vpe . AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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vations while h is calculated assuming a51/2.
From Table II it is seen that radiation resistance should
be dominant in the near-earth magnetosphere and also in the
magnetotail lobe when cold. In the edge of a large tokamak,
Spitzer resistivity, inertial resistivity, and radiation resistivity
are all comparable suggesting that significant inertial Alfve´n
wave radiation should be expected in conjunction with re-
connection.
X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
By comparing the magnetic field topologies before and
after reconnection, it is seen that reconnection necessarily
involves a transient field-aligned current filament. In the ki-
netic regime the current filament radius is expected to be of
the order of the ion gyroradius while in the inertial regime
the current filament radius is expected to be of the order of
the electron skin depth. The radiation resistance can be com-
parable to or larger than the inertial resistance for both ki-
netic and inertial regimes; for very collisionless plasmas, the
radiation resistance is many orders of magnitude larger than
the Spitzer resistance. If magnetic reconnection is considered
as being mediated by an effective magnetic diffusion a2
;ht/m0 , where h is an effective resistivity, then radiation
resistance is sufficient to support this diffusion in many situ-
ations.
Radiation resistance is inherently missing from 2D mod-
els of reconnection, because 2D models effectively assume
the axial coordinate is ignorable or periodic, and so ignore
time retardation effects in the axial direction. In contrast, the
analysis presented here takes into account time retardation
which has the effect of introducing an in-phase component of
Ez with Jz .
Our analysis is an order of magnitude estimate of the
importance of radiation resistance and does not pretend to be
a complete self-consistent solution of the reconnection-
radiation dynamics. A complete self-consistent analysis
would require the solution of systems of time-dependent par-
tial differential equations having sufficient spatial resolution
to describe both the fine-scale spatial–temporal structure of
the reconnection process and the large-scale structure of the
radiating Alfve´n waves.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toLandau damping will be important when collisionality is
small, i.e., the regime when Spitzer resistivity is unimpor-
tant. Thus, in situations where radiation resistance is domi-
nant ~or even significant! energetic particles should be gen-
erated as a result of reconnection. This analysis thus provides
a plausible explanation for the energetic particles so often
seen to be associated with reconnection. The energetic par-
ticles are not created at the site of the reconnection, but are
created instead at a distant location where the radiated wave
undergoes Landau damping. In the be!me /mi regime the
energetic particles will be parallel streaming electrons, while
for the regime me /mi!be!1 the energetic particles will be
parallel streaming ions. Finite ion Larmor radius ~which has
not been considered here! would likely result in perpendicu-
lar ion heating as well.
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